Nu-Stainless

9 Complete removal of Rust, Water Scale,
Greasy Fingerprints and more without scrubbing
9 Brings back the Original Luster of all Stainless
Steel surfaces
9 Perfect for Brushed or Polished surfaces
9 Non-Abrasive
9 No Scrubbing needed
9 Ready-to-Use product.
9 No dilution needed

Nu-Stainless
Nu-Stainless can bring back to life even the most difficult Stainless Steel surfaces.
Nu-Stainless removes rust, water scale, fingerprints, and stains of all types to
make your stainless steel equipment and appliances look just like the day they
were installed. Slightly thickened to cling to vertical surfaces yet thin enough to
spray through almost any applicator, Nu-Stainless is non-abrasive and will not
scratch or discolor stainless steel surfaces when used as directed.
You’ll never need or want another product.
Directions: Nu-Stainless does not require dilution. Simply pour the product into
a suitable dispensing device such as a trigger sprayer or pump-up sprayer* and
apply a thin coat to the stainless steel surface. For small areas Nu-Stainless may
be poured onto a non-abrasive, absorbent cloth and then rubbed into the surface.
Be sure to wear suitable gloves when applying.
Allow the Nu-Stainless a short time to penetrate and loosen the stains and soils
then rinse with large volumes of water or wipe clean with a wet towel. Best
results will be seen by wiping clean. Difficult areas may require a second
application.
*Caution! Nu-Stainless is acidic. All wetted parts of application equipment should
be acid resistant. Be certain that the surface to be cleaned is Stainless Steel. NuStainless may discolor other metals. Test in an inconspicuous location if in doubt.
Caution: Nu Stainless contains Acidic Flourides. Take precautions to shield the
skin and eyes from contact with the cleaning solution. Please refer to the MSDS
for further precautions. Keep this and all similar materials out of the reach of
children.
For spill, leak, or Medical Emergency call Infotrac 800-535-5053
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